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Showcase your home from new heights.
Aerial photography is taking the skies by storm and is great for homes on golf courses, with acreage or 
mountain views. Drone photography taken by Listing Marketing Pros, along with my marketing plan, will help 
increase the wow factor of your home's online presence by marketing it with truly unique content.

   A Totally New 
   Perspective
You don't have to settle for standard angles when 
marketing your home. Aerial photos can highlight your 
property and its location, features, and amenities from a 
completely different viewpoint of the surrounding area.

   Stand Out, 
   Sell Faster
Aerial photos make a massive difference when it comes to 
buying/selling residential property. It’s no surprise that 83% 
of sellers prefer to work with agents that use drones since 
aerial photography is proven to help homes sell 68% faster 
than those with just standard images.

   FAA Licensed and 
   Insured
Each of our experienced pilots is FAA Licensed, all our 
professional drones are routinely maintained, and each 
flight is completely insured. 

   More Accurate 
   Storytelling
Regular images can give buyers a basic idea of what 
a property looks like and how it’s laid out. Aerial 
photos can quickly show a more accurate depiction 
of the property and surrounding area.

Frequently Asked Questions:

Can we watch the drone fly? Please check with the photographer when they arrive. They are responsible for the safety of everyone and 
everything during the flight and will advise you appropriately.

What if the weather gets bad? The photographer has the final decision on determining if the weather is acceptable for the flight.

Can you fly anywhere at any time? Because we are considered an aircraft by the FAA and must abide by their regulations, there may 
be times that we arrive at a location and are unable to operate.


